
 
 
 
13 May 2005 
 
Mr Sebastian Roberts 
General Manager 
Regulatory Affairs - Electricity 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
GPO Box 520J 
MELBOURNE  VIC  3001 
 
 
Email: electricity.group@accc.gov.au
 
 

 

 
Dear Mr Roberts, 
 

National Electricity Code Derogation – CSP/CSC Trial at the Tumut 
Nodes 
 
We refer to the opportunity for comment provided by the ACCC on the Draft Determination 
“Dispatching the Market: CSP/CSC Trial at the Tumut Nodes” (Trial) and ask that you accept 
this as a submission on behalf of Ergon Energy Pty Ltd (Ergon Energy).  Ergon Energy 
actively participates as a retailer in the National Electricity Market.  
 
Ergon Energy accepts that the Murray-Tumut constraint is a complex and contentious issue, 
requiring change from the status quo in order to improve competition and the efficiency of 
dispatch.  We believe however that the analysis undertaken to date in support of the Trial 
fails to provide the market with the necessary confidence that the applicant’s claim of 
increased competition, improved pricing signals, efficiency of dispatch and transparency to 
aid prospective investment, will result. 
 
The reservations expressed by a broad cross-section of market participants throughout the 
consultation process suggest there are a number of issues warranting further examination 
before the Trial proceeds.  Importantly, the ‘trial’ status of the proposal should not be seen as 
a reason to expedite consideration of what is a complex and potentially far-reaching market 
design change. 
 
While the analysis by Darryl Biggar commissioned by the ACCC is a valuable contribution to 
the debate, it is admittedly a purely theoretical analysis based on simplified representations 
and cost assumptions and does not explicitly consider the impact of a Constraint Support 
Contract of 550 MW for southward flow.   
 
Ergon Energy suggests that the following additional analysis is required before the Trial can 
be appropriately assessed in terms of ‘net benefits’: 
 
• Competition Analysis – a more detailed simulation is required of the competition impacts 

of a Constraint Support Price (CSP) at Tumut, including consideration of the existence of 
any intrinsic market power. 
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• Constraints – the market should be provided with an opportunity to consider the 

constraints that will drive the CSP at Tumut and whether there are unforseen dispatch 
consequences created by the fact that the CSP will not account for all constraints in the 
systems and is therefore a ‘pseudo’, rather than a true, nodal price. 

 
• Process – criteria against which the success or failure of the trial will be measured should 

be developed, together with the review/termination triggers that will be applied in 
circumstances where anomalous results emerge. 

 
These are issues that should be addressed before the derogation is authorised, through 
analysis commissioned by the Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC) in carrying out 
its rule change and market development function.   
 
Referral to the AEMC will also permit a coordinated consideration of the future treatment of 
the Murray-Tumut constraint from both a short-term (Trial) and long-term (regional boundary 
review) perspective. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me on (07) 3228 2742 should you wish to discuss this letter 
in any way. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
Sandra Hosking 
Acting Regulatory Policy Manager 
Ergon Energy Pty Ltd 
 
Telephone: 07 3228 2742 
Facsimile: 07 3228 7766 
Email:  sandra.hosking@ergon.com.au
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